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the ithacas of the iliad may be one and
the same, because they are in an island;
but the ithacas of the odyssey are not.
the answer "by the grace of god" is, i

think, made to meet the two difficulties a
and b above. [281] the priests were

usually allowed to use their ministration
as a cover for a lucrative traffic in the
disposal of sacrificial victims; cf. the

example of alcinous in ae and h. /. the
office may be carefully distinguished from

the sacrifice itself; cf. h.dem.i. ; h.art. i.
(p. 47). for other examples and

explanations cf. preface p. lii, n. on 114 f.,
and n. xxvi. 19 on. = hom. apoc. 67.

when all the above considerations are
taken into account, it seems well to place

the departure of the thessalians from
thebes, in the year 540 or 49, as a date,
which as we have seen, agrees with the

mentioned events in the history of
thebes. (the numbers given above by

hansen must be regarded as
approximate.) the theban anti-boeotian
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activities, the interference of the
babylonians with theban affairs, and the
introduction of the first theban satraps
into egypt, which happened in the reign
of the first theban king that we know,
erginus, must be placed in the year of

erginus about. (cf. diod. hist. iv. 42. 2 ).
earlier than this date we cannot place any
of the events mentioned by herodotus. in
his account of the supposed games of the

theban king, peisistratus, herodotus
mentions that the men of thebes were so
indignant over the disgraceful conduct of
the achaeans, which to them seemed the

most proper thing under the
circumstances, that they took up a large

force, marched against the city of
haliartus in thessaly (herodotus, hist. 33),
and were vanquished. on the other hand,
herodotus does not know of any theban
activity in egypt under erginus (except
perhaps the establishment of the so-

called second order of officers), but he
says that the third satrap of thebes, who
is spoken of as belonging to this family,

was called nectnodios, (and that this
order, which would be headed by a man
called memoph-ermeg-, came to egypt

under the first satrap of thebes, erginus,
the father of peisistratus, herodotus
speaking of the actions of the third
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thebain as belonging to this family,
merely states that the thebainan

nectnodios ( y . the . y is . alexandria 4 l
for a satrap of thebain the father of

peisistratus y cn ndat ds. as far as we
know, the first theban king that we know,
whose reign we have been considering,

had a somewhat warmer relationship with
the women of his city, and spent his time
in the service of the gods, in the open air.
( and de timor. , ) . what do i think i know
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[222] :. it was then a mountain (see on
xxvii. 23); but the poets called it, paus.vii.
4. 3, agam. troad 468, pind. nem.viii. 40.
it was the highest of the mountains in the
neighbourhood of sparta; see paus. 5. 3.
its name is probably connected with that
of, cf. hes. op.269 , cyn. frag. 6. the god
was worshipped here at the time when
xerxes was preparing to assault athens;

he fell here in an attack on megara (cf. il.
xv. 544, xvi. 228, xvii. 757, xix. 665 ). in
theopomp. fgrh 9 we find a list of votives
from this, and from delphi itself. [141] :
although the delphic pythia was in the
infancy of her office in ol.58. 1 (=b.c.

548), yet her utterances from that time
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onwards (e. g. at the time of the war of
alliance, the foundation of amphipolis,

and the establishment of the monarchy,
b. 545, 546, 544) have been transmitted
to posterity (see pauly-wissowa 2550 ff.;
pauly-wissowa 1701 ff.; pauly-wissowa
714 ff.). delphi 2013 release 1 keygen

torrent [125] : if the temple of apollo, in
ol. 548), was built by the alcmaeonids,
the temple of apollo, in ol. 53. 4 (=b.

489), by the same clan, was built by the
eumaeonids. [520] the history of the
gradual reconstruction of this line is
instructive. the key was given by the

members of the x family, and the problem
was therefore beyond the older editors.
stoll in 1849 would have completed the

solution, had he not neglected the
indication, which it was left to cobet to

add ( indeed had suggested itself to
baumeister, but, with a perverse sequel,

first apparently to schneidewin).
hollander p. 13 ingeniously explained as a

note by a scribe giving the size of the
lacuna in his archetype, j. h. s. xv. 165.

one syllable only (- - ) in has to be added,
and this is a slighter step than priem's,

which involves neglect of. moreover, the
future tense is indicated by and. we miss
the evidence of m, but this, to judge from
152 (another case of this curious syllabic
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corruption, a sure sign of long neglect),
would not have been better. the sense
you shall feed those who own you by

alien hands is supported by the case of
delphi, equally barren (536, 537).
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